Real-time ridesharing

Making carpooling more flexible, accessible, equitable, and rewarding.

More than just a modal shift - enabling & incentivizing behavioral change.
Driverless cars may be the future...

But riderless cars are our daily reality
World’s first program for occupancy-verified toll discounts

In partnership with
- Central Texas Regional Mobility Authority
- Texas Department of Transportation
- Texas A&M Transportation Institute
Get ready to Carmapool!

Tap ‘Start trip’ when you hop in

Tap ‘End trip’ when you hop out
Verified Carpoools

Only system in the world to automatically verify vehicle occupancy.

1 Phone to phone
2 Phone to on-board device
3 Phone to connected car
Connected Commuting

- Connected Vehicle plus a new dimension - occupancy
- Adding people to the vehicle/information mix